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the garmin g3x is an experimental display system developed by garmin. while the g3x is designed to
display flight data from a variety of sources, the g3x has been developed specifically for use in the

cockpits of experimental aircraft. the g3x display is a multifunction display that supports the use of a
camera in the cockpit and enables the use of a variety of display modes depending on the type of
aircraft being flown. see the world through the eyes of a drone with the new fltplan go app. using

your garmin pilot app, you can create a visual map of your flight plan and share it with the app. with
the data you provide, fltplan go will generate a visual map of your flight, alerting you to potential

conflicts and allowing you to edit the flight plan and download it to the gtn 650/750. fltplan go also
allows you to enter a pre-planned gps waypoint for quick reference during flight. once your flight is
planned, you can wirelessly send it to the gtn over the flight stream 510 bluetooth connection. the

connext technology in the flight stream 110/210/510, gtx 345 and 375 ads-b in/out transponders was
specifically designed to provide increased cockpit connectivity and simplified installation. it utilizes a
wireless connection and does not require the installation of any wires or additional hardware. when it
comes to routing, foreflight makes the most of the siriusxm connect technology embedded in aircraft

in the form of the flight stream 110/210 datalink. from the x flight planner screen, youll have the
option to connect to your flight stream 110/210 for real-time weather, traffic and flight information,
including the latest up-to-date wind forecasts. this is a great option for pilots who wish to leave the

fickle world of weather forecasts to the experts and instead be able to focus on flying.
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wireless connectivity is a
convenient way to increase

pilot productivity and improve
safety. and because of the

smaller form factor, the flight
stream 210 can easily fit in a
pocket or purse for use on the
way to the flight line. use the

flight stream 210 to more
efficiently manage your flight
plan and cockpit information,
and enjoy the benefits of a

paperless cockpit. the
330/530/750/1030/1130/1500
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flight data recorders (fdrs) are
designed to meet the

requirements of far part 43
and other applicable

regulations. they record the
following information:

airspeed, air data, attitude,
altitude, pitch, heading,

latitude, longitude,
temperature, vertical speed,
and wind speed and direction

at 1000 feet above the
ground. the new gdl 88 ads-b

datalink transmits the
following types of data:

standard automatic
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dependent surveillance-
broadcast (ads-b) data,

weather information, traffic
information, and flight

management system (fms)
data. foreflight was designed
from the ground up to allow
pilots to capture their flight

data and manage this
information in a central

location. this allows pilots to
view that data while in flight,
have access to it in their ipad

and/or share it with their
entire fleet. all of this is

designed to help pilots make
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informed decisions that can
improve their performance. for

those who use foreflight to
plan their flights, the ability to

share flight planning
information with friends and
family is essential. foreflight

gives users full control of who
has access to their

information, and allows them
to share their plans with

family and friends via email or
text messaging. the company
has also added full support for

integration with social
networks like facebook and
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twitter, allowing pilots to share
their flight plans and

experiences with the world.
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